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 The following information is provided as a service to our users and customers: 
 
To achieve applicable Compensating Factor (CF) calculations and subsequent 
MU estimations for compensator plans while using IMSure QA Software the 
following recommendations should be followed: 
 

1. Create reference points so that the calculation is based on a relatively 
high dose region of the field. Several reference points per plan may be 
needed. The dose kernel used in IMSure to calculate the Compensating 
Factor is relatively insensitive to the distant scatter which makes up most 
of the dose in very low dose regions (i.e. full or near-full compensator 
thickness).  Also, the dose values calculated by treatment planning 
systems are least accurate in very low dose regions, resulting in an 
inaccurate absolute dose value being used by IMSure to estimate the 
monitor units.   

2. IMSure excels at incorporating the thickness (and dose) gradients in 
compensator-based IMRT. However, try to avoid reference points on very 
steep gradients (regions where the compensator thickness changes 
rapidly).  Several reference points per plan may be needed. 
Compensating Factors can vary greatly over as little as 1 mm in areas of 
high modulation; avoiding such regions will result in more accurate 
calculation of the Compensating Factor. 

 
It should also be noted that the dose kernel that is recommended to be used with 
the .decimal model in the IMSure QA Software Physics Module is based on a 
single depth.  Tests have shown the model to be fairly insensitive to depth, but 
Compensating Factor calculations for depths beyond 10 centimeters may 
introduce small errors.  
 
Standard Imaging is currently working to further the .decimal model to:  
a) incorporate distant scatter to enhance very low dose point calculations, and  
b) building a depth dependent scatter kernel for increased applicability at varying 
depths. 
 
For additional information on IMSure QA Software, refer to the User Manual. 
 
If there are any questions or comments, please contact Standard Imaging or your 
authorized representative. 

 


